
The Penny Black, arguably the world’s most famous stamp and certainly 
the world’s first stamp having been issued on the 6th May 1840 – the same 
year our founder, Mr. Edward Stanley Gibbons, was born. Its history runs 
hand in hand with a fight for a cheaper uniform rate of postage, which was 
affordable to all, encouraging a whole section of society to learn to read
and write. The social implications of which were far further reaching than 
anyone could have imagined. Within a year the volume of mail carried by 
the Post Office had doubled; within ten years it had increased four fold.

The stamp that 
changed the world 

PENNY BLACK
177t h Anniversary

www.stanleygibbons.com/pennyblack

http://www.stanleygibbons.com/pennyblack


INTRODUCTION

This short guide provides an overview of the story of the Penny Black and gives you 

access to an exclusive wallet with your purchase and special deals on albums.

This handy guide includes:

- The story behind the Penny Black and the role of Sir Rowland Hill

- The medal that inspired the Penny Black

- An introduction to the ways in which Penny Blacks can be collected, including,

issued stamps, varieties, cancellations and trials

- A collection of supporting publications and albums

- An exclusive offer to display your Penny Blacks to their very best advantage.

THE STORY BEHIND THE PENNY BLACK

The Penny Black is arguably the world’s most famous stamp and certainly the 

world’s first stamp, having been issued on 6 May 1840 – the same year our founder, 

Mr. Edward Stanley Gibbons, was born. Its history runs hand in hand with a fight for 

a cheaper uniform rate of postage, which was affordable to all, encouraging a whole 

section of society to learn to read and write. The social implications were more far 

reaching than anyone could have imagined. Within a year the volume of mail carried 

by the Post Office had doubled; within ten years it had increased fourfold.

POSTAL SYSTEM

The postal system had developed in a haphazard fashion during much of the 

eighteenth century. Improvements in organisation and in communications, notably 

the introduction of the mail coach by John Palmer in the 1780s, did speed up the 

transit of mail between towns on the main postal routes, but did not make the 

system of postal rates any less complex and expensive.
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Rates of postage were calculated by the mileage travelled per sheet of paper. A 

single rate letter from London to Edinburgh for example, cost 1s1d and as pre-

payment was not compulsory, payment was usually collected from the addressee 

at the time of delivery.

By the 1830s, demands by the newly enfranchised middle classes for administrative 

and philanthropic reforms were being directed at the postal service. 

A commission of inquiry into the Government Revenue published five reports on 

the Post Office during 1829 and 1830. Although only relatively minor changes were 

subsequently made, the reports led to considerable agitation for postal reform, 

both in the House of Commons and amongst the mercantile classes.

THE ROLE OF SIR ROWLAND HILL

The Parliamentary campaign was led by Robert Wallace, M.P. for Greenock, and 

resulted in a Commission of Inquiry into the management of the Post Office in 1835.

It was at this stage that Rowland Hill, a businessman not previously connected with 

postal affairs, published the first edition of his pamphlet “Post Office Reform” which 

advocated the introduction of lower postal charges which would be uniform within 

the inland system. 

In November 1837 a Parliamentary Select Committee was appointed to consider 

postal charges. By 1839 the campaign for postal reform was reaching its climax. 

Petitions from the public, encouraged by propaganda circulated by the influential 

Mercantile Committee, flooded into Parliament and the Liberal government of 

Lord Melville, disregarding the misgivings of Post Office officials, swung behind the 

popular demand. The Uniform Postage Act received the Royal Assent on 17 August 

1839.  The fight for cheap postage had been won.
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THE ROWLAND HILL REVOLUTION

The reforms had still to be implemented 

against the passive opposition of 

much of the Post Office hierarchy. The 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Francis 

Baring, appointed Rowland Hill to a 

post at the Treasury to put his theories 

into practice. Over the next few years 

Hill and his assistant Henry Cole were 

to revolutionise the postal service 

and introduce a workable concept of 

prepayment using postal stationery 

and adhesive postage stamps.

On 23 August 1839 a Treasury competition was announced and later published in 

The Times of 6 December inviting artists, scientists and the general public to submit 

ideas and designs for stamped covers, adhesive labels and for their security against 

forgery. 

Over 2600 suggestions were submitted, but only a small number related to 

adhesive postage stamps and it fell to Rowland Hill to assess them and make his 

recommendations.  No submission was ideal, although aspects from a number of 

them were subsequently incorporated by Hill into his own scheme. One entrant, 

Benjamin Cheverton, suggested a simple design incorporating Queen Victoria’s 

head.

This idea was taken up by Hill as he felt the Queen’s portrait being easily recognised 

would deter any attempt at imitation, this was coupled with a complex engine-

turned background to deter any forger.

WHO IS ROWLAND HILL?

Rowland Hill (later Sir Rowland) b. 1795-d.1879, changed the postal service 

around the world, and made commerce more efficient and profitable. His 

postal reforms allowed the poor to have access to the postal service which 

in turn promoted reading and writing. Dare we thank him for literacy?

Hill also contributed to humanity and commerce through his work in 

education, the British colonisation of Australia, and his service for the 

British railway.

Through Education: prior to his reforms, corporal punishment was the 

norm and Greek and Latin were the mainstays. However, Thomas Hill’s 

Prospectus Hill Top School states that the goals were to instil moral training 

by kindness instead of fear of authority. Rowland Hill and his brothers 

carried this system even further when the family opened Hazelwood 

School in Birmingham in 1819, a school which was designed by Rowland 

Hill.

Sources mention Hill’s interest in the Post Office from a very early age. 

When the postman brought a letter to the Hill’s home, Post Office rates 

were based on the distance a letter travelled, the number of pages it 

comprised and the recipient was responsible for the charge. 

The Hill family could not afford to pay for the delivery of the letter (the 

same went for many others), so eight-year-old Rowland Hill had to sell his 

clothes in town to raise money. This probably started his initial thoughts 

on Postal Reform.
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1839 1d Treasury Competition Essay 

by Robert Siever

Very fine full page example printed in 

pink and blue with white central em-

bossed motif complete with his pro-

motional narrative outlining his costs 

etc. Originally distributed in stitched 

copies of the No.65 “London and West-

minster Review”, and now extremely 

scarce in this full page format. Printed 

on soft off-white wove paper, light mi-

nor wrinkles as usually seen on these 

spectacular competition essays.

Click here to view this item.

1839 2d Chalmers Treasury Competition Essay

Superb essay printed in red on thin white wove watermark “H” paper, affixed by 

a seal to the reverse of a sample entire and cancelled by a Dundee datestamp for 

“Sept. 30. 39.” An extremely attractive and rare Treasury Competition essay, pro-

posed by James Chalmers of Dundee as “slips” to seal letter sheets. 

Click here to view this item.

CHALMERS VERSUS HILL

It is widely acknowledged that the first essays for an adhesive label to be used 

for the prepayment of postage were created by Scottish postal reformer, James 

Chalmers, several years before Rowland Hill’s famous Penny Black was created. 

Despite this, Chalmers’ role in the introduction of the postage stamp has gone largely 

unrecognised. For over 160 years many have fought to seek proper recognition for 

Chalmers’ contribution to the history of stamps, a plight often highlighted through 

the release of special covers and cachets. This was almost entirely due to the 

industry and fanatical devotion of his son, Patrick Chalmers, in the 1880s.

Anthony Wicks relates the extraordinary story of that achievement in “Chalmers 

versus Hill”, in one of the most celebrated philatelic debates ever conducted. 

Click here or on the book cover below to buy your copy from our online store.

Here are some examples of Treasury Competition entries:

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1839-essay-sg/113329814
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-catalogs-chalmers-versus-hill/113331778
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1839-essay-sg/115842585


PENNY BLACK INSPIRED BY THE CITY MEDAL

On the 2nd December 1839 Henry Cole visited Perkins, Bacon and Petch to enquire 

about printing the adhesive stamps and on the 13th the firm agreed to prepare a 

die to be composed of “the best engraving of Her Majesty’s portrait that we can get 

executed by the best artist”. 

Rowland Hill ordered the die on the 16th, “the Queen’s head to be drawn from the 

City Medal”.  This had been designed by William Wyon and struck to commemorate 

Queen Victoria’s visit to the Guildhall on the 9th of November 1837.

Perkins, Bacon and Petch commissioned Henry Carbould to draw the Queen’s head 

and began experimenting with the engine-turned background. By January the die 

was ready for the engraving of the head and this was undertaken by Charles Heath, 

a former partner of Perkins, who enlisted the engraving skill of his son Frederick. 

The first die was ready by the middle of January but rejected for having too light 

a background. A second successful die was completed by the 23rd, the Queen 

expressing high satisfaction with the proof on the 2nd March.

Once the die was approved, two plates were quickly made. The first was registered 

on the 15th April, the second on the 22nd and printing began immediately. 

The first deliveries of the new postage stamps were made to Post Offices on the 

1st May, the stamps officially available to the public on the 6th. A few examples are 

known to have been used unofficially prior to this day. 
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Stanley Gibbons currently has a superb Penny Black related medal for sale:

1837 Wyon City Medal. 

Fine example struck in silver in honour of Queen 

Victoria’s 1837 visit to the Corporation of London, 

the portrait by William Wyon was the model 

used for all Great Britain stamps of her reign. A 

couple light surface scratches nevertheless very 

scarce, only 120 examples were struck in silver. 

Cat £2800. Ex. “Aureum”.

Click here to view and buy this item.

1837 Wyon Medal. 

Extremely fine example struck in bronze in 

honour of Queen Victoria’s 1837 visit to the 

London Corporation, the portrait of which by 

William Wyon was the model for all Great Britain 

stamps of the reign. Scarce, only 350 example 

were struck in bronze.

Previous sales from Stanley Gibbons include the following item:

To purchase a Wyon Medal, contact the Great Britain department:
www.stanleygibbons.com - gb@stanleygibbons.com

Victoria Lajer +44 (0)207 557 4464  - Mark Facey +44 (0)20 7557 4424 - Michael 
Barrell +44 (0)20 7557 4448  -  Sabreen Kullean  +44 (0)20 7557 4419

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-greatbritain-1837-coin-sg/117448999
http://www.stanleygibbons.com
mailto:gb@stanleygibbons.com


With just over 68,000,000 printed it is not a rare stamp; however with no collectors 

at the time the vast majority were simply thrown away. 

Victorian ladies were even known to decorate a variety of items with the new 

attractive labels, including fans, lamp shades and even fire guards. Who then would 

have thought of collecting them? 

Prior to the invention of perforating machines the stamps were laboriously separated 

from the sheet by scissors. Stamps carefully separated with a wide even margin 

surrounding the design and neatly cancelled are now eagerly sought by collectors. 

Fine mint examples as you can imagine are of the highest rarity.
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INTERESTING PENNY BLACK FACTS

The Penny Black is not at first a rare stamp, as there were 68 million 

issued.

The Penny Black started to sell in London on Friday 1st May 1840, 

although it was not valid for use until Wednesday 6th May.

The Two Pence Blue was not available until 8th May, two days after the 

stamps were valid for use.

The “labels” weren’t accepted with great enthusiasm.

The introduction of the Penny Black increased postal traffic dramatically 

from 75 million to 410 million in under ten years.

Black and red cancellations exist across all plates but black will appear 

more on the later plates.

The use in red continued up to February 1841. Red cancellations are 

found after this date probably due to error on the part of the clerk or the 

absence of black ink.

The scarcest plate is number 11. Only 16 800 were printed from this plate.

Penny Blacks were not perforated and there was only about 1mm 

between the stamps so it was not unusual to accidentally cut into the 

printed section of the stamp, resulting in irregular margins.

The Penny Red was created to avoid forgery.

The corner letters of the Penny Black range from AA to TL.

The Penny Black was the world’s first postage stamp and Great Britain is 

the only country to not include the country name in the design.

The Penny Black was included in the redesign of the 2016 British Passport.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

THE PENNY BLACK

The finest examples are available in the Stanley Gibbons online store:

1840 1d Grey-black Pl.2. Very 
fine four margin example let-
tered JB without ray flaw, neat-
ly cancelled by a red MC. Spec. 
AS15f.
Click here to buy or view this 
item.

•

*Purchase any item from the Penny
Black range to receive a free wallet with a
Stanley Gibbons certificate of authenticity

•

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-used-sg3/115360576
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The Penny Black has probably been studied in more depth than any other stamp. 

One popular area of study has been the rarities which can be found in the design; 

including double letters and re-entries.

VARIETIES OF THE LINE-ENGRAVED STAMPS - DOUBLE LETTERS

Since the corner letters were punched on to the printing plate by a hand punch, the 

human element resulted in varieties occurring. In some cases a letter would be bad-

ly misplaced or perhaps impressed in the wrong corner square. Not all misplaced 

letters were corrected, but where they were it is not uncommon to find traces of the 

original letter remaining. These varieties known as “double letters”, though some 

may be merely the result of a slight movement of the punch in the workman’s hand.

RE-ENTRY

This term, precisely used, covers the re-entering of an impression after the plate 

has been at press. If the new impression did not coincide exactly with the origi-

nal, some doubling will be seen on the stamp. This is known as a non-coincident 

re-entry.

These illustrations are obtained from the Stanley Gibbons Great Britain Specialised 

Catalogue - Volume 1 - click on the cover below to buy your copy or click here to 

download our app.

Below you can find a detailed version of a double lettered T variety on the left, and 

an item currently available on the Stanley Gibbons online store on the right:

Click here to view and buy this item.

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-unused-sg2/113331320
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-catalogs-great-britain-specialised-volume-1-stamp-catalogue/113559038
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/stanley-gibbons-ltd/id520514474?mt=8


THE WORLD’S FIRST OBLITERATOR

The design of the cancellation found on Penny Blacks (aimed at preventing the 

reuse of stamps), commonly referred to as the Maltese Cross, was only introduced 

after a number of preliminary experiments.

The Encyclopedia of The Maltese Cross is a great read and reference guide and 

it includes details of the distinctive Maltese Crosses from over one hundred post 

towns. There are 3 books in the series.

Click here to buy your copies from the Stanley Gibbons online store. 

THE RAINBOW TRIALS

Despite its fame, the Penny Black was, as a stamp, a failure. The stability of the ink 

made it very easy to wash off the original red postmark and re-use the stamp. 

The change to a black postmark was trialled in August 1840 but the Post Office 

had already realised a black postmark on a black stamp was not ideal and had 

started experimenting with alternative colours with more fugitive inks soon after 

the stamp was issued. These experiments are known as the “Rainbow” trials.

Many of the items featured in the book ‘Rainbow Trials’ written by David Rowse can 

currently be found in the Stanley Gibbons store, some were part of the renowned  

Colonel Bates collection of 1934.

ABOUT THE RAINBOW TRIALS

David Rowse wrote the ‘Rainbow 

Trials’ in January 2000, a book that 

explores the printing of stamps in new 

colours during the most important 

year for British and World philately. 

The author looks in detail at the trials 

and tribulations entailed in these 

experiments and the people involved 

with them. 

You can buy a copy at www.

stanleygibbons.com or click on the 

book cover.
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Stanley Gibbons holds an excellent stock of cancelled Penny Blacks (as demonstrat-

ed by the fine example of a distinctive Maltese Cross cancellation below), click here 

to view or buy the item:

Wotton-under-Edge

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/search/?q=maltese+cross+cancellation+volume
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-used-sg3/113325257
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-books-rainbowtrials/113338981
http://www.stanleygibbons.com
http://www.stanleygibbons.com


1840 1d Black ‘Rainbow Trial’ (State 2). 

Very fine sheet of twelve impressions from the cancellation removal trials (May-June 

1840) printed on white wove paper in black cancelled by four strikes of the “National 

Bank of Ireland” oval handstamp in red. Stamps 1, 2 & 3 also cancelled in black 

“GRINDLAY”, 5, 6 & 7 cancelled “3860”. 

Endorsed by Joshua Bacon “H” which refers to the ink supplier Hooper, “no.3, no.1 

& no.2” probably refer to the different ink mixes used for the black cancellations. 

Very rare, one of only four such sheets recorded with this red cancellation, two in 

black and two in deep blue of which only this and one sheet in blue remain in private 

hands and are available to collectors.

Click here to view this item.

OTHER INTERESTING ITEMS:

1840 1d Deep blue ‘Rainbow Trial’ 

(State 3). 

Superb unused bottom left hand corner 

marginal example with manuscript 

endorsement in margin “F. ½ Pruss” by 

Edwin Hill. Most attractive and scarce.

Click here to view this item.

1840 1d ‘Rainbow Trial’ (State 3b). 

Superb unused four margin top corner 

marginal pair printed in deep red 

brown on white wove paper. Scarce. 

Click here to view this item.

1840 1d ‘Rainbow Trial’ (State 2). 

Superb four margin example in red on 

thin white wove paper.

Click here to view this item.

For more information, contact the Great Britain department:
www.stanleygibbons.com - gb@stanleygibbons.com
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Here you can find some items featured in the book ‘Rainbow Trials’, available to buy 

from the Stanley Gibbons store:

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-unused-sgdp20f/115842591
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-essay-sgdp20a/115977125
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-essay-sgdp20/113329874
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-great-britain-great-britain-1840-essay-sgdp20/113329874
http://www.stanleygibbons.com
mailto:gb@stanleygibbons.com
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LINE ENGRAVED SECURITY PRINTING

For further information on engraving postage stamps, the “Line Engraved Security 

Printing: the Methods of Perkins Bacon 1790 to 1935 Banknotes and Postage 

Stamps”, written by Gary Granzow, shows an original approach to the understanding 

of line engraving on steel and the security printing it made possible. While much of 

the focus is on the evolution of line engraving in the UK, the findings apply to line 

engraving in general. Previously students have studied thousands of stamps and 

dated envelopes to deduce how the stamps were made and why they appear as 

they do. 

Gary has traced the development of engraving on steel, the mechanics of design 

transfer, hardening, inks, perforation and plate repair from 1790 to 1935 by 

studying primary sources and patents. Using this approach, he has made several 

basic discoveries and corrected a number of erroneous conclusions in the literature. 

Click here or on the book cover below to buy a copy from the Stanley Gibbons 

online store.

THE DUBLIN FIND

The most important stamp find in Great Britain is explored in the “The Dublin Find” 

which tells the tale of intrigue and secret stamp dealing by the Post Office at the 

very beginning of the 20th century. It is also a modern investigation into where the 

stamps may have ended up.

“The find” relates the discovery of various stamps and postal stationery, in 1899, 

dating back to 1840, in the Dublin and Edinburgh post offices, and may have 

included London as well. 

Post Office officials tried to profit from the philatelic market and attempted to sell 

these as they could. Instead of openly admitting the origin of the stamps and the 

dealers responsible for the sale, they recruited Post Office employees to sell the 

stamps at auction under their own names.

Written by Don Madden and Karl Louis, this is a great read and explores some odd 

events occurring during the circulation of the Penny Black.

Click here or on the book cover below to buy a copy from the Stanley Gibbons 

online store.

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-books-line-engraved-security-printing-perkins/113339346
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-books-the-dublin-find/113340248
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THE PLATING OF THE PENNY BLACK POSTAGE STAMP OF GREAT BRITAIN 1840

In its short period of currency, the Penny Black was printed from 11 different plates, 

and with the two separate states of Plate 1 making 12, and 240 corner letter com-

binations from each, there are a total of 2880 different Penny Blacks to collect! 

Reference to the catalogue will show that a poor example from a common plate 

may be only worth a few pounds, but a superlative stamp from a scarce one will 

cost thousands - but how to tell the difference? There is no better guide than this 

book first published in 1922, with separate pictures of all 2880 stamps, and detailed 

notes on the facing page to assist identification.

This new edition contains a description of each 

individual stamp of the eleven different plates, 

affording a guide to collectors in the recon-

struction of sheets.

Order your copy from the Stanley Gibbons 

online store here.

POSTAL REFORM & THE PENNY BLACK

This important study offers an insight into the period leading to the issue of the 

Penny Black and the Mulready Covers in 1840. The work draws on extensive 

research in records held at The Royal Mail Archive, The National Archives and the 

Royal Archives at Windsor. Douglas N Muir - Curator of Philately at the BPMA - 

describes the long campaign for postal reform and illustrates his account with a 

wealth of contemporary designs, proofs and other philatelic material, a generous 

amount of it in colour. Even more than a decade on, this remains an essential text 

for understanding the history of postage stamps.

Click here to buy a copy from the Stanley Gibbons online store.

FRANK GODDEN EXHIBITION RANGE

There has never been a better time to start preparing for all your exhibitions next 

year. With this amazing offer, you can protect and display your collection to its best 

advantage. 

Exhibition Case 230 x 275mm - 
 FXFOBLU  FXFOMAR  FXFOGRN £84.75 

Exhibition Protectors (per 50) 
221 x 266mm 50 micron FEXF £48.75

Permex FG Exhibition Protectors (per 32) 
224 x 272mm 75 micron    FPERMEXFG £33.25

De Luxe Exhibition leaves – with grid (per 25) 
218 x 260mm 240gsm FDL4 £42.95

De Luxe Exhibition blank leaves (per 25) 
218 x 260mm 240gsm FDL5 £42.95

Warwick Standard Exhibition leaves – blank (per 25) FWL5 £12.95

FREE pack of De Luxe Exhibition leaves with grid (FDL4) worth £42.95 
when you purchase the Frank Godden Exhibition Case.

SPECIAL 
OFFER

https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-books-postal-reform-the-penny-black/113340300
https://www.stanleygibbons.com/prd/stamps-publications-supplies-books-plating-of-penny-black-book/113340413


For more information, contact the Great Britain department: 
www.stanleygibbons.com - gb@stanleygibbons.com 

www.stanleygibbons.com/pennyblack

In 2017 we celebrate the 177th anniversary of the Penny Red. 
Look out for more information and promotions on www.stanleygibbons.com

http://www.stanleygibbons.com
mailto:gb@stanleygibbons.com
http://www.stanleygibbons.com/pennyblack



